
Voice Over 101- INT – Paper 1

The Five Primary Voice Over Colors

* Objective is to read each using a different COLOR to reflect the feel of that read. 

 
 

Black: (sad, gloomy, depressed, corp, business, cold, dark, mean, angry)
A 2018 survey found that 69.4 percent of teenage smokers reported never being asked for proof of age

when buying cigarettes in a store. The same survey found that 62.4 percent were allowed to buy
cigarettes, even when the retailer was aware they were under eighteen.
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White: (serious, classy, monotone, flat, no emotion, neutral, safe, lacking musical change, straight ahead) 

Blue: (happy, fun, warm, romantic, wise, loving, caring, empathetic, sincere)

Red: (urgent, excited, energetic, up-tempo, faster, lively, extreme, hard, aggressive)

The concept of impeccability, the mood of the Armani Summer 2017 RTW collection, is translated in the
accessory line through the creation of well-defined over-sized products with a minimal soul. Special

materials, such as leather and sprayed canvas, are used to stiffen the structure of bags with neat lines. 

This summer go cashless and control spending with a free family prepaid Visa debit card, Your family
debt card is linked directly to your checking account and helps track spending. Perfect for those trips to

the park, zoo, pool, or movies. 

This year enjoy our entire season riding the hottest coasters and the most awesome water slides this
side of the Rockies with an Elitch Gardens season pass. Choose from two options including our premium

and economy passes with one to fit your family’s summer entertainment needs!

Yellow: (animated, musically alive, flaky, over happy, cartoony, way out there, wacky,)

Chuck E. Cheese’s is the ultimate place Where A Kid Can Be A Kid. And parents can enjoy every moment.
That’s why Chuck E. himself takes pride in providing a safe, family-friendly environment that kids and

parents will love coming back to.
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